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[ON-SCREEN HEADLINE: Suddenly Suspended; Musk Bans “Assassination Coordinates”]

MICHAEL STRAHAN: Overnight, Elon Musk suspending the Twitter accounts of multiple
journalists. Twitter banned. The accounts of leading journalists from news outlets suddenly
suspended saying the users, “violated Twitter rules.” The platform's new owner, Elon Musk,
claiming a violation of policy for sharing what he calls assassination coordinates. The reaction
this morning.

(....)

7:03:05 a.m.
1 minute and 42 seconds

[ON-SCREEN HEADLINE: Breaking Overnight; Twitter Suspends at Least Six Journalists;
Musk Citing the Company’s Live-Location Policies]

GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: First, the breaking news overnight. Twitter suspended
multiple journalists from prominent outlets including The Washington Post, The New York
Times, and CNN. New owner Elon Musk claimed a violation of policy. Andrew Dymburt starts
us off. Good morning, Andrew. 

ANDREW DYMBURT: Good morning, George. In his latest move as boss, Musk wielding his
power to suspend several well-known journalists without much explanation overnight. However,
some of those accounts he temporarily axed from Twitter include people who have been critical
of him. Overnight, Twitter's new owner Elon Musk suspending the accounts of multiple
journalists from news outlets including The New York Times, The Washington Post, and CNN for
allegedly violating the company’s new doxxing policy by sharing his live location. Doxxing
referring to sharing someone’s identity, address, or other personal information online. Late
Thursday, Musk joined a Twitter Spaces conference to address the decision. 

ELON MUSK: You dox, you get suspended, end of story, that’s it.

DYMBURT: The wave of suspension comes on the heels of Musk's move earlier this week to
permanently ban the @ElonJet, a Twitter account that tracked the location of his private yet
using publicly available data despite saying last month he would leave the account up as part of
his commitment to free speech. Some reporters of the reporters suspended Thursday night had
been reporting on the new doxing policy. Musk falsely claimed that the journalists had violated
his new doxxing policy by sharing his live location amounting to what he described as
“assassination coordinates.” The suspensions coming amid a wave of controversy on content
moderation since Elon Musk took control of Twitter. CNN saying in part, “we have asked



Twitter for an explanation and we will reevaluate our relationship based on that response.” Now,
Musk did tweet that these moves were not a retaliation against journalists who have criticized
him, Michael.

STRAHAN: Alright, Andrew. Thank you so much for that.

(....)
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[ON-SCREEN HEADLINE: Right Now; Twitter Suspends Journalists]

STEPHANOPOULOS: Following a lot of headlines right now, including the breaking news
overnight, Twitter suspended the accounts of journalists from news outlets including The
Washington Post, The New York Times, and CNN. New owner Elon Musk claimed a violation of
policy. Hard to figure out what that was, but he says they shared what he calls “assassination
coordinates.” This comes amid a wave of controversy on content moderation since Musk took
over. 

(....)

8:00:22 a.m. [TEASE]
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[ON-SCREEN HEADLINE: Breaking Overnight; Twitter Ban]

STRAHAN: Overnight, Twitter ban. The accounts of leading journalists from news outlets
suddenly suspended saying the users, “violated Twitter rules.” The platform's new owner, Elon
Musk, claiming a violation of policy for sharing what he calls assassination coordinates. The
reaction this morning. 

(....)

8:02:21 a.m.
1 minute and 6 seconds

[ON-SCREEN HEADLINE: Breaking Overnight; Twitter Suspends at Least Six Journalists;
Musk Citing the Company’s Live-Location Policies]

STEPHANOPOULOS: First, the breaking news from overnight: Twitter suspended journalists
from multiple outlets, including The Washington Post, The New York Times, and CNN. New
owner Elon Musk claimed a violation of policy. Hard to know exactly what that was, but Andrew
Dymburt is here with details. Good morning, Andrew.



DYMBURT: Good morning, George. More controversy this morning surrounding new Twitter
boss Elon Musk after he suspended the accounts of multiple journalists from news outlets like 
The New York Times, The Washington Post, and CNN. Musk claims these accounts violated the
company's new doxing policy by sharing his live location. Doxxing refers to sharing someone's
identity, address or other personal information online. But this is somewhat of an about-face for
musk considering he recently decided to permanently ban the account @ElonJet, a Twitter
handle that tracked his private jet using publicly available data. Last month, he said he would
leave the account up as part of his commitment to free speech. Meanwhile, some of the reporters
suspended Thursday night had been critical of Musk in the past, but Musk tweeting to his 121
million followers that these moves were not retaliation for that criticism. Michael. 

STRAHAN: All right, the rules are changing like the wind. All right, thank you so much,
Andrew.


